Connect learning data with business outcomes.
The need for corporate HR and L&D leaders to demonstrate business impact is more critical than ever. With the MTM Connect
API, you can now combine your learning event response data from Metrics That Matter (feedback collected from employees on
the impact of your classes and conferences) with other business data for more in-depth, meaningful analysis.
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Own your learning data.
As your organization’s needs evolve, access to all your
data becomes a necessity. MTM Connect allows you to
export and store your class and conference data offline and
combine it with other datasets. Combining your learning
performance with other business data helps identify new
insights, trends, and root causes which are impacting your
training and business performance.

Reveal L&D’s business
impact.
Get a full view of the employee journey, and help focus
your efforts on those areas with the most value. With the
MTM Connect API, you can quickly gather insights from
your learning data and understand its connections to
business outcomes.

Offering a better way to interact with
learning data, MTM Connect is built to
compliment Metric That Matter’s worldclass L&D reporting suite, which includes:

Breakdown data siloes.
Without the ability to instantly access and control all your
data, you fall behind those who can, especially if your data
is siloed in disparate sources. If it takes a considerable
amount of time to answer questions imperative to your
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business performance and growth, it’s time to consider
MTM Connect.

Get started with MTM Connect now.
Email: info@explorance.com
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